RUBBER DUCKIE
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(1) Rubber duckie, you're the one, you make bath time lots of fun

Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of you, bo do di oh

Rubber duckie, joy of joys, when I squeeze you, you make noise

Rubber duckie, you're my very best friend, it's true

Every day when I make my way to the tubbie

I find a little fellow who's cute and yellow and chubby, rub-a-dub-dubby

Rubber duckie, you're so fine, and I'm lucky that you're mine

Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of, Rubber duckie, I'd love a whole pond of

Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of you, you, boop boop be doo.
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A  Bbdim  Bm7  Cdim  A  A+  D  Dm6
(1)Rubber duckie, you're the one, you make bath time lots of fun

A  F#m  Bm7  E7  C#m7F#7b9  Bm7  E7b5
Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of you bo do di oh

A  Bbdim  Bm7  Cdim  A  A+  D  Dm6
Rubber duckie, joy of joys, when I squeeze you, you make noise

A  F#m  Bm7  E7  A  G#7
Rubber duckie, you're my very best friend, it's true

C#m  G#7  C#m
Every day when I make my way to the tubbie

Am  E  B7  Bm7  E7  E7b5
I find a little fellow who's cute and yellow and chubby, rub-a-dub-dubby

A  Bbdim  Bm7  Cdim  A  A+  D  Dm6
Rubber duckie, you're so fine, and I'm lucky that you're mine

A  F#m  Bm7  E7  A  F#m  Bm7  E7
Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of, Rubber duckie, I'd love a whole pond of

A  F#m  Bm7  E7  A  BbMA7  A
Rubber duckie, I'm awfully fond of you, you, boop boop be doo.